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Therapist healing scars

Sports star clinic
England rugby union star Jamie George is opening
a clinic in Hoddesdon to provide the state-of-the-art
treatment he has enjoyed as a professional player.
Jamie, who plays hooker for Saracens and grew up in
Hertford Heath, has teamed up with Haileybury College
school friend and physiotherapist Rhys Carter (both pictured
above) to open Carter and George at the end of January.
The clinic will have a gym and include physiotherapy,
personal training and rehabilitation, massage, health
assessments, cryotherapy, marathon training, arthritis
groups and community information evenings.
‘Such treatment has had a great impact on my sporting
career,’ Jamie explained. ‘But I understand the benefits that it
can also have on the wellbeing and mobility of all members of
the community, and so I’m keen to promote and facilitate this.’

A Harpenden therapist has been recognised for
her ‘innovative’ work in healing scars. Emma
Holly was highly commended in the Federation
of Holistic Therapists Complementary Therapist
of the Year awards for her use of ScarWork, a
massage treatment to encourage tissue health
and treat discomfort or physical restrictions as a
result of post-operative or burn scars.
Emma is one of only 100 qualified therapists
trained in the procedure in Britain. As well as
running her Restore Therapy clinic she has used
her knowledge to help charities Breast Cancer
Haven, Peace Hospice, Grove House, Healing
Hands Network and Invictus Games Foundation.
She said, ‘I have donated many hours to charity
as a therapist, and also by lecturing and teaching
within the field of
post-operative
scar therapy, I
meet so many
people desperate
for help but
unsure where to
turn when they
have been left
with issues after
surgery. Knowing
this hard work has
been recognised
motivates me to
set even bigger
goals for 2018.’

PROMOTION

U p li f ti n g n e ws f r o m Ag n o A e s th e ti c s
Imagine being able to lift the skin on your face
and neck without surgery? There is a bespoke
treatment now available that includes the world’s
first collagen stimulating dermal filler, unique
non-surgical thread lifting and skin tightening
technologies, which bring about natural looking
results and allow fully flexible facial expressions.
My Lift treatment is designed for anyone – male
or female – who can lift the skin on the face by a
centimetre with their fingers.
It is accomplished without a hospital visit,
a general anaesthetic or the use of scalpels.
The procedures can address age-related skin
sagging or help people who have lost a significant
amount of weight or who exercise avidly.
At the core of the procedures are
dissolvable Silhouette Soft sutures
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which are painlessly inserted where the skin
needs lifting, addressing sagging cheeks and
drooping jowls, and can also be used to lift
the brows and address lax skin on the neck.
The treatment works in two stages – firstly
providing an immediate lift, and then gradually
over the next three months it continues to
improve the laxity and condition of the skin as the
body is kick-started to regenerate by producing
new collagen in response to the sutures.
A unique collagen stimulating dermal filler
called Ellanse is used to reach the areas not
addressed by the non-surgical skin lifting
procedure. After an immediate lift the results of
treatment are best appreciated after three months.
Agno Aesthetics is located in Rickmansworth.
Visit agnoaesthetics.co.uk or call 01923 710600.
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